Introduction to Missions -- Final Exam, Tuesday morning, 8 a.m., Pop’s Lounge

Study Guide for chapters 12-14 and other selected earlier material

1. Know who the following people are/were and what significance they have for global mission work.
   a. Eulogius  
   b. Susan Fitkin  
   c. Daniel Fleming  
   d. Oswald Smith  
   e. Charles Spurgeon  
   f. William Cameron Townsend  
   g. Rick Warren

2. Know the following concepts as they relate to the cause of world evangelism
   a. 10/40 window  
   b. 4-14 window  
   c. C1 to C6 scale  
   d. Action-to-information ratios  
   e. Animism  
   f. Exegeting the culture  
   g. Faith Promise  
   h. Gateway cities  
   i. Magical approach to supernatural  
   j. Military sounding language  
   k. Mission fatigue syndrome  
   l. Mission-minded pastor  
   m. Nominalism  
   n. Panta ta ethne  
   o. Postmortem evangelism  
   p. Prevenient grace  
   q. Restrictivism  
   r. Rethinking Forum  
   s. THUMB  
   t. Universalism  
   u. Universal evangelism  
   v. Wider hope

3. Know the five 400-year periods or epochs of missions history since the time of Christ and the major cultural basins that were reached during each period or epoch
4. Know the three eras into which the last two centuries of missionary activity may be divided (and the major personalities associated with each of those three eras).
5. Scattered throughout the last three chapters of the textbook are about a dozen brief but pithy quotes from church leaders. Be able to give your favorite one of those quotes.
6. Come to the exam prepared to describe the most significant or intriguing idea or concept you have gained from this course.
7. Go browsing on the missions shelves of the SNU library. Find three books related to global evangelism that you think you’d like to read in the future. You may bring the titles and authors’ names written on a slip of paper to the exam. Be able to explain what intrigues you about each book. These should not be NMI reading books since you’ve already done an assignment using those.
8. Pick any chapter from the textbook and be prepared to write a well-thought-out summary and reflection on the contents of that chapter.
9. As on previous exams, pick a Bible verse about missions from the Google Document list and be prepared to quote that verse (put your name beside it; you cannot choose a verse which someone else has already chosen.

http://home.snu.edu/~hculbert/